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This world is my projection 

2



I can alter the world with my 
intentions

3



I’m raising my level of 
awareness

4



I’m not a physical body. I’m a 
cumulative vibration of all atoms in 

the cosmos

5



I allow my God / Guru / 
Forefathers to take over my 

physical, mental and vital planes

6



I’m capable of reaching both the 
extremes but I prefer to tread 

upon midway always

7



Once I commit myself nothing 
can stop me in my path

8



Obstacles are the path too

9



Love, Peace and Bliss are my 
birthrights. The more I share, 
they increase in multiple folds

10



In this ocean of endless dreams, 
I’m blessed to be awakened

11



I’m attracting a worthwhile vision 
for my life journey

12



The greatest mantra is my silence

13



All mantras obtain power from 
silence and return to silence

14



I’m neither a male nor a female. 
I’m Infinite, I’m Birthless, 

I’m Deathless. I’m the Source

15



I won’t try to fix or change 
anything. I will simply flow like a 

river full of life force

16



I’m neither inferior nor superior

17



I’m that I’m

18



Awareness is the razor-sharp 
tool which I use to dissect the 

present moment

19



I acknowledge the fact that Anger, 
Fear, Sex, Jealousy, Loneliness, 

Pride and Pain are borrowing 
energy from my life force. Once I 
am present to it, they will merge 

into my life force
20



I’m master of all my cells

21



I’m filled with the infinite energy 
of the Grace

22



I’m full of light

23



The light in the Stars, Sun, Moon 
and Me is the same

24



I’m born with enormous abilities

25



I can create, maintain and 
destroy the whole cosmos

26



I’m neither Human nor God. 
I’m awakened

27



With my word, the whole world 
restores infinite energy

28



My mother and father are the 
sources of my life

29



I’m above Nature and Nurture

30



In my pure presence, the 
cosmos borrows light from me

31



I’m mother and father of all living 
and non-living things

32



Cosmos is nothing but a 
reflection of myself

33



My whole body reverberates the 
Universal mantra, when I’m 

awakened

34



With the utterance of my words, 
the whole Universe will manifest 

that in an instance

35



I’m above all concepts, 
notations, meanings, languages. 

I’m just pure awareness

36



I drop all the limitations of any 
sort right now, right here which I 

collected in all my lifetimes

37



Now I’m brimming with pure 
awareness

38



When things become difficult, I 
close my eyes and perceive the 

universe with my awareness
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Time and Space are my 
servants

40



My Guru’s blessing is enough for 
everything in this life and many 

lifetimes

41



When I bow, I bow to myself. 
Since there is only one in this 

whole cosmos

42



Time and Space are illusions, 
they lose their power with my 

awakened spirit

43



I do everything effortlessly for I 
know that I’m not the doer. 

I’m the watcher

44



I’m part of the cosmos, without 
me, the cosmos will collapse

45



I’m psychic when I realized that 
there are no other

46



I absorb selectively

47



I’m aware that everything is 
interconnected. Losing integrity 
in one plane will result in loss of 

whole and complete

48



My blood is filled with Divine’s 
infinite Grace

49



I heal myself effortlessly

50



My spine is the antenna to 
receive infinite Grace

51



My Guardian Angel always 
protects me

52



With my third eye, I perceive the 
Universe as it is. Nothing more 

nothing less

53



I’m just an instrument 

54



Let the Divine’s light dispel all 
the darkness and boost my 
immunity to a record high

55



I drop my memory and 
imagination to allow the life force 

to take over me

56



I live in utter presence always

57



Anger and Fear lose power 
when I witness them

58



No negativity can touch me

59



Infinite Grace is protecting me 
from all evil eyes

60



Breathe in I live totally, Breathe 
out I die completely dropping all 
the unnecessary accumulated 

memories

61



I’m witnessing both life and 
death in every breathe cycle

62



Memory and Imagination are 
great tools not having a life of 

their own. I manage them like a 
master.

63



With Divine’s light, I cleanse all 
the cells of mine

64



I have the power to design my 
life

65



I take control of my life

66



Destiny always consults with me 
before proceeding

67



My search for perfect partner 
ends with me

68



I honour my words in everything

69



I practise unconditional love in 
all my relationships
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I give and receive love to make it 
rotate in all my relationships

71



I bloom every day like a flower 
afresh with full of vitality

72



I practice Peace, Patience, Love 
and Joy in all relationships

73



I’m evolving continuously 
moving towards 

Cosmic Consciousness

74



I’m living an extraordinary life 
without any excuses

75



I will rise like a phoenix bird from 
failures

76



With my presence, the whole 
cosmos feels the warmth

77



All I have to do is to align with 
the flow of life force

78



If needed I will pierce all my 
grave fears to find my life’s 

purpose

79



I transmute my sexual energy 
into kundalini awakening energy

80



My kundalini energy effortlessly 
flows from root chakra to crown

81



I shower my Love and Grace to 
this Cosmos

82



I’m having the key to unlock all 
my potentials

83



Every moment, every cell of 
mine is getting rejuvenated

84



I choose my weight, height, 
character first before 

transforming them

85



I have no guilt or resentment

86



I squeeze out all the juice of my 
life every moment 

87



I’m full of Mojo

88



My Guardian Angel fulfills all my 
wishes

89



When I want something, I simply 
raise my vibration to that level. It 
will automatically get attracted 

towards me
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My Ida Nadi and Pingala Nadi 
intertwine that nobody can 

separate them and say that one 
is better than the other

91



I put my focus on Sushumna Nadi

92



I have access to all the powers 
of the Universe

93



I will do my best and the Grace 
will do its part

94



I’m the source of all the bliss of 
my life

95



I always live a life full of 
possibilities

96



At my command, the whole 
cosmos rearranges everything to 

fulfill it

97



When I visualize vividly anything 
will manifest in an instance

98



I allow the force to choose my 
words carefully

99



I acknowledge that each word 
contains a seed of immense 

power

100



I speak to the purpose, if not I 
will remain silent

101



I have a reservoir of immense 
energy in each of my cells

102



My energy lasts long forever

103



I’m the dance behind the 
masculine and feminine 
energies of this Cosmos

104



I can influence my environment 
not vice versa

105



The future I’m living in the 
present determines the quality of 

my life

106


